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HOW TO 
FACE DEATH 

WITHOUT FEAR
Lama Zopa Rinpoche

June 23, 2020 | Paperback | 440 Pages 
$26.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296874

In How to Face Death Without Fear Lama Zopa 
Rinpoche provides detailed advice on how best to 
prepare ourselves to face the inevitable end of our 
own and our loved ones’ lives with courage, grace, 
and a mind free of fear. With great care, Rinpoche 
explains what to do in the months, weeks, and days 
that precede death, as well as how to handle the 
moment itself, and he provides the mantras, prayers, 
and meditations that must follow the death of a 
loved one.

The book includes guidance for many powerful 
practices, making this an essential reference for 
Tibetan Buddhist practitioners, caregivers, hospice 
workers, and chaplains. 

This new edition, lovingly edited by Venerable 
Robina Coutin, has been restructured to make it 
easier for the reader to navigate and find which of 87 
total practices they need, when they need it. 

A renowned Tibetan 
lama’s guidance for 

supporting your loved 
ones through death, 

and dying without fear 
yourself, now in a

revised second edition.
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SCIENCE AND 
PHILOSOPHY IN 

THE INDIAN
BUDDHIST 
CLASSICS

VOL. 2 , THE MIND 
Edited by Thupten Jinpa

Translated by Dechen Rochard 
and John D. Dunne

November 17, 2020 | Hardcover | 560 Pages 
$29.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614294740

This, the second volume in the Science and 
Philosophy in the Indian Buddhist Classics series, 
focuses on the science of the mind, weaving 
together passages from the works of great Buddhist 
thinkers. Readers are first introduced to Buddhist 
conceptions of mind and consciousness, and then 
led through traditional presentations of mental 
phenomena to reveal a Buddhist vision of the 
inner world with fascinating implications for the 
contemporary disciplines of cognitive science, 
psychology, emotion research, and philosophy 
of mind. The final section presents the classical 
Buddhist understanding of the psychology behind 
meditation.

To provide additional context for Western readers,
each of the six major topics is introduced with an 
essay by John D. Dunne, distinguished professor of 
Buddhist philosophy and contemplative practice at 
the University of Wisconsin.

The second volume 
in a prominent new 
series on Buddhism 

and science, directed 
by the Dalai Lama and 

previously covered by
the BBC.

science and philosophy
in the 

indian buddhist  class ics
v o l u m e  2

The Mind

Edited by Thupten Jinpa

Conceived and introduced by 

His Holiness the Dalai Lama
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ZEN AND 
PSYCHOTHERAPY 

PARTNERS IN LIBERATION
Joseph Bobrow

Foreward by Norman Fischer
June 16, 2020 | Paperback | 256 Pages 

$18.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296805

“Joseph Bobrow shows how fertile it can be to study 
both Zen and psychotherapy simultaneously. This 
book is smart, lively, and provocative.”
—Mark Epstein, MD, author of Thoughts Without a 
Thinker 

This book is an intimate dialogue that examines 
the interplay of emotional and spiritual 
development through the lens of Zen Buddhism 
and psychotherapy. Zen and Psychotherapy artfully 
illuminates the intrinsic connections between the 
two practices, and demonstrates how these traditions 
can be complementary in helping to live a truly 
fulfilled and contented life.

Zen teacher and psychologist Joseph Bobrow deftly 
explores how integrating these two streams can 
help us to better understand our conscious and 
unconscious experiences and more fully develop the 
fundamental capacities of the self. 

A new take on 
the interplay of 

emotional and spiritual 
development, in the 
tradition of Safran’s 

Psychoanalysis and 
Buddhism, which has 

sold nearly 13,000 
copies.
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PEACEFUL PIGGY 
BEDTIME

Sophie Maclaren
Illustrated by Kerry Lee 

MacLean
July 14, 2020 | Hardcover | 32 Pages 

$17.95 | 10” x 8” | 9781614296744

In the tradition of Peaceful Piggy Meditation and 
Moody Cow Meditates. 

“It’s time to go to sleep, but some friends are sleepy, 
and some are not. Some are already nodding off, 
and some want to bounce around. Now it’s time to 
go from busy to peaceful. These mindful bedtime 
exercises will help us have a good night’s sleep.”

Bedtime can be a joy: a quiet time, a nice cuddle—a 
sleepy angel. Bedtime can also be a challenge: riled 
energy, hidden anxieties—a restless little monster! 
This book is intended to provide children with an 
effective bedtime ritual to relax the body, settle the 
mind, and drift into a peaceful sleep. 

Parents may find they sleep better, too!

A delightfully 
illustrated bedtime 

routine to help 
children relax into 

sleep—and into 
kindness, gratitude, 

and self-compassion.
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THE GRAND 
DELUSION

WHAT WE KNOW 
BUT DON’T BELIEVE

Steve Hagen
July 28, 2020 | Paperback | 328 Pages 

$16.95 | 5” x 8” | 9781614296782

In The Grand Delusion, Steve Hagen explores the 
most basic assumptions, strengths, and limitations of 
religion and belief, philosophy and inquiry, science 
and technology. 

Using a provocative mix of examples from physics, 
philosophy, religion, myth, neuroscience, and 
mathematics, Hagen examines the questions we ask, 
the way we ask them, the assumptions and beliefs 
we hold dear, and the ways in which we separate 
ourselves from the very answers we seek. In doing 
so, he shines new light on the question Why is there 
Something rather than Nothing?—and shines this light 
from an entirely unexpected (and largely unexplored) 
direction.

The Grand Delusion helps readers move past this 
delusion into insight that can settle these age-old and 
seemingly intractable questions.

A fun, unique book 
that goes deep into 

the great mysteries of 
knowing—something 
like Lawrence Krauss’s 

A Universe From 
Nothing meets Sam 
Harris’s Waking Up.
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YOUR LIFE IS 
MEDITATION

Mark Van Buren
October 6, 2020 | Paperback | 416 Pages 

$15.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614294498

This book’s message is bold and clear: your entire 
life is meditation—every moment and every 
circumstance can be a place of mindfulness practice 
and transformation.

Your entire life is a path to awakening; nothing is too 
mundane, nothing at all is left out.

Mark Van Buren excels at communicating in a 
simple and breezy fashion the nothing-special quality 
of spiritual practice, helping us see how mindfulness 
lets us be more present with life as it actually is. He 
leaves the reader feeling empowered, encouraged, 
and up for the task of living a life of at least just a 
little bit more freedom and peace.

Accessible mindfulness
teachings that reveal 

how simple it really is 
to entirely transform 

your life, from the 
author of A Fool’s 

Guide to Actual 
Happiness.
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THE ZEN 
MASTER’S DANCE

A GUIDE TO 
UNDERSTANDING DOGEN 

AND WHO YOU ARE IN THE 
UNIVERSE

Jundo Cohen
October 20, 2020 | Paperback | 208 Pages 

$17.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296454

Eihei Dogen—the thirteenth-century Japanese Zen 
master of peerless depth and subtlety—heard the 
music of the universe that sounds as all events and 
places, people, things, and spaces. He experienced 
reality as a great dance moving through time, coming 
to life in the thoughts and acts of all beings. It is 
a most special dance, the dance that the whole of 
reality is dancing, with nothing left out. All beings 
are dancing, and reality is dancing as all beings.

In The Zen Master’s Dance, Jundo Cohen takes us 
deep into the mind of Master Dogen—and shows 
us how to join in the great and intimate dance of the 
universe. Through fresh translations and sparkling 
teaching, Cohen opens up for us a new way to read
one of Buddhism’s most remarkable spiritual 
geniuses.

In the tradition of 
bestselling author Brad 

Warner’s, Hardcore Zen, 
the bold new voice of 

The Zen Master’s Dance 
makes some of Zen’s 

subtlest teaching deeply 
personal and freshly 

accessible.
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I SEE YOU, 
BUDDHA

Josh Bartok
Illustrated by Demi

November 17, 2020 | Hardcover | 32 Pages 
$19.95 | 9” x 9” | 9781614296942

An instant classic, this book will help children (and 
their parents) learn patience and to see the good in 
everyone—including themselves! It will also help 
children meet difficult circumstances, such as being 
sick, doing chores, and not getting everything they 
want—and help them overcome low self-esteem and 
negative self-talk.

“Like Dr. Seuss, Josh Bartok has mastered the art 
of reaching directly into a child’s heart and mind, 
translating a profound teaching on love into playfully 
whimsical rhythm and rhyme. The ability to inspire 
children—to really connect and awaken young 
hearts—is rare. And Demi’s paintings are amazingly 
detailed; warm, inviting and fun to explore! Together, 
Bartok and Demi have created one for the ages. This 
is truly wonderful!”                    
—Kerry Lee MacLean, author of Moody Cow 
Meditates and Peaceful Piggy Bedtime

If Dr. Seuss were 
drawing on classical 

Buddhist texts for 
inspiration, this is what 

he’d write—with playful 
yet traditional

illustrations by the 
award-winning artist 

behind The Empty Pot.

BY Josh Bartok           ILLUSTRATED BY Demi

a story in playful rhyme

inspired by the 
BUDDHIST SUTRAS
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GRIEVING IS 
LOVING

COMPASSIONATE WORDS 
FOR BEARING THE

UNBEARABLE
Dr. Joanne Cacciatore, PhD

December 8, 2020 | Paperback | 220 Pages 
$15.95 | 5” x 7” | 9781614297017

From INDIES Gold Medal Award-Winner and 
Wisdom Bestseller Joanne Cacciatore, PhD.

If you love, you will grieve—and nothing is more 
mysteriously central to becoming fully human. This 
book is a companion to carry with you throughout 
your day, to touch in with and be supported by 
when bearing the unbearable pain of a loved one’s
death—whether days, weeks, or years since their 
passing. Our culture often makes the bereaved feel 
alone, isolated, broken, and like they should just “get 
over it”—this book offers a loving antidote. Open to 
any page and you’ll find something that will instantly
help you feel not alone, while honoring the full 
weight of loss.

This book is especially well-suited for the grieving 
mind that may struggle with concentration. Just 
thirty seconds on any page will empower, hearten, 
and validate any bereaved person—helping give 
strength and courage to bear life’s most painful
losses.

In the style of a quote-
a-day collection, this 

book distilles down the 
award-winning book 

Bearing the Unbearable 
into easy-to-access small 

chunks, and includes 
brand-new material. 

Grieving is 
Loving

Compassionate Words for
Bearing the Unbearable

Joanne Cacciatore,Ph.D
author of the bestselling Bearing the Unbearable
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FREEING THE 
HEART AND MIND

PART THREE: TEACHINGS 
OF THE SAKYA PATH

His Holiness the Sakya Trichen
May 12, 2020 | Paperback | 176 Pages 

$17.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296331

This book will give you the rare opportunity to 
learn directly from His Holiness the Sakya Trichen. 
Collected from teachings by His Holiness, this 
book is a warm and comprehensive introduction 
to the Buddhist path as told by the patriarch of the 
Sakya order. His Holiness offers explanations of the 
philosophical tenets of the Mahayana path and in 
particular the Sakya school of Tibetan Buddhism—
giving down-to-earth advice for practicing in the 
world today:
     . the principles of tantra,
     . the value of retreat,
     . the history of the Sakya lineage,
     . ecology from a Buddhist perspective,
     . biographies of great women practitioners,
     . and other commonly asked questions.

A must-read for anyone interested in following a 
Buddhist spiritual path.

A plain-English 
introduction to a 

major school of 
Tibetan Buddhism, by 
His Holiness the Sakya 

Trichen, its emeritus 
head.
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HOW TO BE SICK
YOUR POCKET COMPANION

Toni Bernhard
May 26, 2020 | Paperback | 104 Pages 

$12.95 | 4” x 6” | 9781614296768

In 2001, Toni got sick and never recovered. As she 
faced the confusion, frustration, and despair of a life 
that was suddenly severely limited, Toni had to learn 
how to be sick.

In this easy-to-use, easy-to-carry book, Toni shares 
practices from her bestselling classic How to Be Sick 
and also offers new suggestions and strategies for 
coping with a life impacted by chronic pain and 
illness. Because the book is organized by specific 
challenges, you can immediately find practices that 
can help when they’re needed most.

With this book in hand, you will discover the 
experiential wisdom that has helped Toni live a life of 
equanimity, compassion, and joy, despite her physical 
and energetic restrictions (and, sometimes, because 
of them). In the pages of this loyal companion, you’ll 
find help, solace, and inspiration, no matter what life 
challenge you’re facing.

The must-have guide 
to the practices of the 

bestselling classic to 
help you cope with the 

pain and uncertainty 
of illness and navigate 

your relationships with 
family, friends, and 

medical professionals.
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THE EXTREMELY 
SECRET DAKINI 

OF NAROPA
VAJRAYOGINI PRACTICE 

AND COMMENTARY
Pabongkha Rinpoche 

June 9, 2020 | Hardcover | 416 Pages 
$69.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614295426

The Extremely Secret Dakini of Naropa has become 
the basis for almost every subsequent Vajrayogini 
commentary in the Gelug tradition. Kyabje 
Pabongkha’s commentary is both very thorough in 
its presentation and deeply inspiring, providing rich 
detail on essential elements of Vajrayogini practice:
     . all eleven yogas of the generation stage,
     . the transference of consciousness,
     . tsok offering,
     . left-sided conduct,
     . and many other auxiliary practices.

There is also a stunning explanation of the 
completion stage that provides many extraordinarily 
profound methods unique to the practice of 
Vajrayogini. The second half of the book contains 
several sadhanas for the practice of Vajrayogini, 
including six-session guru yoga as well as two 
sadhanas on the transference of consciousness.

A thorough and 
sparkling translation 

of an essential 
commentary on one 

of the most profound 
practices of Tibetan 

Buddhism.
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MASTERING 
MEDITATION

INSTRUCTIONS ON CALM 
ABIDING AND
MAHAMUDRA

His Eminence  
Chöden Rinpoché

June 30, 2020 | Hardcover | 352 Pages 
$39.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296188

MASTERING
MEDITATION

Instructions on Calm Abiding and Mahāmudrā

Translated by Tenzin Gache
Foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama

His Eminence 

CHÖDEN RINPOCHÉ

Mastering Meditation gives you the experience 
of studying with one of the greatest meditation 
masters of the modern age. His Eminence Chöden 
Rinpoché was not only a celebrated scholar, honored 
by selection as a debate partner to His Holiness 
the Dalai Lama, but he was also an accomplished 
yogi. In this thorough and thoroughly clear book, 
Rinpoché offers meticulous explanations and 
profound practical instructions on two essential 
practices in Tibetan Buddhism: calm abiding and 
mahamudra.

Containing instructions for developing calm 
abiding, an unshakable single-pointedness of mind, 
and advanced instructions on using calm abiding 
as a platform to develop mahamudra, this book 
draws from Rinpoché’s vast learning and personal 
experience to provide readers with an open gateway 
to remarkable states of lucidity and peace.

A legendary 
contemporary 

meditation master 
illuminates practices 
that are essential to 
Tibetan Buddhists 

everywhere.
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BODHICHITTA
PRACTICE FOR A 

MEANINGFUL LIFE 
LAMA ZOPA RINPOCHE

September 8, 2020 | Paperback | 328 Pages 
$21.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296966

Bodhichitta is a Sanskrit word meaning “the mind 
of enlightenment” or “the awakening mind”—the 
mind that wishes to achieve enlightenment in order 
to lead all other beings into that same state. It is the 
attitude of the bodhisattva, of the person who
makes the compassionate vow to save others from 
suffering. In this book, the renowned teacher Lama  
Zopa Rinpoche shows us how to achieve it.

First, Lama Zopa gives a clear and comprehensive 
explanation of bodhichitta, its benefits, and its 
importance to the path. Then, he explains the 
two main methods for achieving bodhichitta: the 
seven points of cause and effect, and equalizing and 
exchanging self and others. Finally, the book closes 
with meditation instructions to guide and strengthen 
our practice.

Readers will find Bodhichitta to be a comprehensive 
guide to this core Buddhist principle, one rich 
in both accessible philosophical explanation and 
concrete advice for practitioners.

An accessible, inspiring 
book on one of the 

most important topics 
in Tibetan Buddhism, 

written by one of its 
renowned masters who 

has an international 
following of thousands. 

Now in paperback!
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PATIENCE 
A GUIDE TO SHANTIDEVA’S 

SIXTH CHAPTER
Lama Zopa Rinpoche

September 15, 2020 | Hardcover | 192 Pages 
$26.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296416

The sixth chapter of Shantideva’s classic A Guide 
to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life is a beacon of 
inspiration that shows what patience—one of the 
essential actions of the bodhisattvas—can really 
mean, challenging the reader to great depths of self-
reflection and to great heights of awakened action in 
the world.

Lama Zopa Rinpoche—a teacher whose very name 
means “patience”—explores Shantideva’s teachings 
verse by verse, unpacking its lessons for the modern 
reader:
     . overcoming anger,
     . accepting suffering,
     . respecting others and finding happiness in their  
        happiness.

In this guide, Rinpoche shows us the profundity and 
relevance of this incredible bodhisattva’s practice for 
us ordinary beings in our ordinary lives.

One of the great living 
masters of Tibetan 

Buddhism guides us 
through one of the 

core practices of the
bodhisattvas, using a 

classic, revered text as 
a guide.

Lama Zopa Rinpoche
C O M P I L E D  A N D  E D I T E D  B Y  G O R D O N  M C D O U G A L L

A Guide to Shantideva’s Sixth Chapter

Patience
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THE 
CHAKRASAMVARA 

ROOT TANTRA
THE SPEECH OF  

GLORIOUS HERUKA
Translated by David Gonsalez

December 15, 2020 | Hardcover | 200 Pages 
$24.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614295396

A key text for one of the most important Buddhist 
tantric traditions, the Chakrasamvara Root Tantra 
has been passed down to us from the ancient 
mahasiddhas of India, such as the great yogi Saraha. 
This foundational ritual text is one of the earliest of 
the yogini tantras, tantric scriptures that emphasize 
female deities. This melodic translation by David 
Gonsalez (Ven. Losang Tsering) maintains the 
poetic structure of the original, making it ideal for 
practitioners and harmonious to recite. It is at once 
an object of devotion, a profound instruction, and a 
beautiful poem meant to inspire spiritual seekers.

A foundational 
scripture in beautiful, 

lyrical translation, 
perfect for recitation.
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CREATING A LIFE 
OF INTEGRITY

IN CONVERSATION WITH 
JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN

Gail Stark
May 5, 2020 | Paperback | 256 Pages 

$18.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614292791

creating  
a life of

integrity

gail andersen stark

In Conversation with 

joseph goldstein

In this book you’ll learn how to live with more 
integrity, kindness, and, subsequently, more joy by 
following these lively conversations between Joseph 
Goldstein, a founder of the modern mindfulness 
movement, and Gail Stark, a businesswoman and his 
student and friend of twenty-five years.

As they unpack the individual components of 
integrity—generosity, virtue, renunciation, wisdom, 
courage, patience, truthfulness, resoluteness, loving 
kindness, and equanimity—we discover the inherent 
order to the process: each leads into the next, each 
supports the one that follows. By focusing deeply 
on just one component of integrity at a time, in 
their natural order, our practice becomes easier, less 
burdened by setbacks. Just as each step on a stairway 
transports us to a higher elevation, so too will this 
work steadily lift you to an empowered place of 
clarity, strength, and commitment.

Conversations with 
Joseph Goldstein, the 
renowned meditation 

teacher who taught 
Dan Harris (author 
of 10% Happier) to 

meditate.
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THE BUDDHIST 
ANALYSIS OF 

MATTER
Y. Karunadasa

August 4, 2020 | Hardcover | 280 Pages 
$29.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614294511

In The Buddhist Analysis of Matter, renowned scholar 
Y. Karunadasa interprets the Buddhist view of matter 
as presented in Theravada Buddhism, based on the 
Abhidhamma. 

Earlier works on this subject have tended to focus on 
the broad philosophical implications arising from the 
Buddhist theory of matter and were based more on 
earlier sources, such as the Pali canonical texts. The 
Buddhist Analysis of Matter provides a much-needed 
micro view of the topic with a detailed examination 
of the Theravadins’ list of rupa-dhammas—the 
ultimate irreducible factors into which material 
existence is analyzed. It exposes the basic material 
elements into which the whole of material existence 
is resolved and explains their interconnection and 
interdependence on the basis of conditional relations. 
It concludes with an understanding of the nature 
and relevance of the Buddhist analysis of matter in 
the context of Buddhism as a religion.

A fluent English 
explanation of the 

Theravada Buddhist 
analysis of matter for 

serious students of 
Buddhist thought.
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IN PRAISE 
OF GREAT 

COMPASSION
His Holiness the Dalai Lama

and Venerable Thubten 
Chodron

August 11, 2020 | Hardcover | 400 Pages 
$29.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296829

In Praise of Great Compassion continues the Dalai 
Lama’s teachings on the path to awakening. 

More than any other time in human history, we 
depend on one another to stay alive and flourish. 
We are sometimes oblivious to the kindness of other 
beings, or take it for granted, which leads to feelings 
of discontent. But when we look closely, it becomes 
apparent that we have been the recipient of great 
kindness and naturally we want to repay it.

To do this, we begin by cultivating a positive 
attitude toward others by contemplating the four 
immeasurables—love, compassion, empathic joy, 
and equanimity—and the altruistic intention of 
bodhicitta. We learn to challenge the deluded logic 
of the self-centered attitude that leads to misery and 
replace it with a more realistic perspective that helps 
us to remain balanced when we experience either 
happiness or suffering. This enables us to make all 
circumstances favorable to the path to awakening.

The fifth volume 
of the Dalai Lama’s 

definitive Library 
of Wisdom and 

Compassion series, 
which has sold nearly 

15,000 copies to date.
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THE DIAMOND 
CUTTER SUTRA

A COMMENTARY BY 
DZOGCHEN MASTER
KHENPO SODARGYE

Khenpo Sodargye
August 25, 2020 | Paperback | 240 Pages 

$18.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614295860

The dialogue between the Buddha and his disciple 
Subhuti teaches us to cut our attachment to all 
phenomena and realize that there has never been 
anything such as an “I,” which is empty of inherent 
existence. Attachment is the root cause of our 
suffering, particularly the deluded attachment to 
“nonexistence,” thinking that since all phenomena 
are empty there is no need to be attached to virtue. 
But how do we destroy attachment without being 
led astray? 

With this question in mind, Dzogchen master 
Khenpo Sodargye provides sparkling commentary 
on the Diamond Cutter Sutra, clarifying its meaning 
from the view of the Middle Way, without which 
it is unrealistic to jump to the unsurpassed tantric 
instructions. Once we master the view of the Middle 
Way, it will be easier to reach an understanding from 
the view of Mahamudra.

Learn from a beloved  
modern master and 

the ancient wisdom of 
the Diamond Cutter 
Sutra how to cut the 

attachment to all 
phenomena, especially 

emptiness, and hold on 
to virtue.
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APPROACHING 
THE BUDDHIST 

PATH
His Holiness the Dalai Lama

and Venerable Thubten 
Chodron

September 1, 2020 | Paperback | 336 Pages 
$21.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296980

The Buddha wanted his students to investigate, to 
see for themselves whether what he said was true. As 
a student of the Buddha, the Dalai Lama promotes 
the same spirit of investigation, and as the rich 
tradition of the Buddha makes its way into new 
lands and cultures, His Holiness has recognized that 
new approaches are needed to allow seekers in the 
West to experience the relevance of the liberating 
message in their own lives. Such an approach cannot 
assume listeners are free from doubt and already 
have faith in Buddhism’s basic tenets. The Library 
of Wisdom and Compassion series, therefore, starts 
from the universal human wish for happiness and 
presents the dynamic nature of the mind. This 
first volume, now in paperback, also provides 
a wealth of reflections on Buddhist history and 
fundamentals, contemporary issues, and the Dalai 
Lama’s own personal experiences. It stands alone as 
an introduction to Buddhism but also provides a 
foundation for the systematic illumination of the
path in the volumes to come.

The first volume 
in a multivolume 

collection presenting 
the Dalai Lama’s 

comprehensive 
explanation of the 

Buddhist path—now
in paperback!
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READING THE 
BUDDHA’S 

DISCOURSES 
IN PĀLI 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE 
LANGUAGE OF THE ANCIENT 

BUDDHIST CANON
Bhikkhu Bodhi

December 8, 2020 | Hardcover | 600 Pages 
$75.00 | 6” x 9” | 9781614297000

Bhikkhu Bodhi’s sophisticated and practical 
instructions on how to read the Pāli of the Buddha’s 
discourses will provide students of early Buddhism 
and Pāli an intimate acquaintance with the language 
and idiom of these sacred texts. Reading the Buddha’s 
Discourses in Pāli shares with readers not only 
exceptional instruction in language acquisition 
and translation theory and practice but also a 
systematically nuanced study of the substance, style, 
and method of the major early Buddhist discourses.

Opening a window onto key suttas from the 
Samyutta Nikaya, Ven. Bodhi takes a sutta and 
gives a literal translation of each sentence followed 
by a more natural English rendering, after which 
he explains the meaning of each word and the 
grammatical forms involved. Doing so helps students 
determine the meaning of each word and phrase and 
gain familiarity with the distinctive idioms and style 
of expression in the Pāli suttas—and thus gain an 
intimacy with the words, and world, of the earliest 
Buddhist writings.

Renowned scholar-
monk and bestselling 

translator Bhikkhu 
Bodhi’s definitive, 
practical guide on 

how to read ancient 
Buddhist texts in the 

original language.
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SOUNDS OF 
INNATE FREEDOM

THE INDIAN TEXTS OF 
MAHAMUDRA

Translated by Karl Brunnhölzl
December 29, 2020 | Hardcover | 500 Pages 

$29.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781614296355

This collection offers a brilliant window into the 
richness of the vast ocean of Indian Mahamudra 
texts, many cherished in all Tibetan lineages, 
particularly in the Tibetan Kagyu tradition. This 
first volume in publication contains the majority of 
songs of realization, consisting of dohas (couplets), 
vajragitis (vajra songs), and caryagitis (conduct 
songs), all lucidly expressing the inexpressible. 
These songs offer readers a feast of profound and 
powerful pith instructions uttered by numerous 
mahasiddhas, yogis, and dakinis, often in the context 
of ritual ganacakras and initially kept in their secret 
treasury. Displaying a vast range of themes, styles, 
and metaphors, they all point to the single true 
nature of the mind—mahamudra—in inspiring and 
unique ways, using a dazzling array of skillful means 
to penetrate the sole vital point of buddhahood 
being found nowhere but within our own mind. 
Reading, singing, and contemplating these songs in 
meditation will open doors to spiritual experience for 
us today just as it has for countless practitioners in 
the past.

Part of a historic 
and noteworthy 

multivolume work 
containing many 

of the first English 
translations of the 

classic mahamudra 
literature compiled by 
the Seventh Karmapa.
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THE TĀRĀ TANTRA
TĀRĀ’S FUNDAMENTAL 

RITUAL TEXT  
TĀRĀ-MULA-KALPA

Translated by Susan A. 
Landesman

May 19, 2020 | Hardcover | 512 Pages 
$69.95 | 6” x 9” | 9781949163124

This book contains an English translation of the 
“root text” of the Tara-mula-kalpa, a scripture that 
captures an important Buddhist tantric tradition 
in mid-formation. In this regard it is utterly 
unique and unlike any other text in the Buddhist 
canon. Its contents document the emergence of 
the quintessential female Buddha Tara in seventh-
century India. As her popularity grew, her cult spread 
throughout Southeast Asia, as well as Tibet, where 
she became revered as the “Mother” of the Tibetan 
people. Tara is worshiped for a variety of reasons, 
from health and long life, to wealth, protection from 
enemies, and ultimately, the mind of enlightenment. 
Her presence pervades the evolution of Buddhism 
in Tibet within royal circles, and she is mentor 
and guide to many important Buddhist scholars, 
practitioners, and lineage holders.

A groundbreaking 
English translation of 

a key tantric text in 
the history of  
Indo-Tibetan 

Buddhism.


